N’DJAEMA AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NIGER AND THE DEMOCRATIC FRONT FOR RENEWAL (FDR)

The Government of the Republic of Niger and the Democratic Front for Renewal (Le Front Démocratique pour le Renouveau, FDR),

- Convinced of the need to find and preserve peace in their country, wishing to consolidate national unity and to devote themselves to the tasks of economic and social development;
- Reaffirming their adherence to the constitution of May 12, 1996, and respect for the institutions of the Republic;

Have agreed, under the auspices of the Government of the Republic of Chad, the following:

I. CEASEFIRE

A ceasefire between the Defence and Security Forces of the Republic of Niger and the FDR, by ending all hostile military activities by each party.

The ceasefire shall enter into force upon signature of the present agreement.

The entry into force of the ceasefire shall be followed by the release of all persons detained on both sides for acts of war.

II. POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall take on board the concerns of the FDR concerning administrative decentralisation and on the question of national minorities.

III. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

The Government of Niger shall make all the necessary provisions to pursue and accelerate investment in the Kawar-Manga zone.

IV. PARTICIPATION IN AND MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall take back into their respective services, civil servants and agents of the State who left these services for political reasons.

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall recruit new employees from the FDR according to their qualifications, and in terms of its agreements with its development partners.

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall enrol students and pupils in secondary schools, colleges, professional colleges, institutes and universities in order for them to complete their studies. The President of the Republic shall select (FDR) members for appointments to State jobs.

V. MILITARY AFFAIRS
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With the Government’s help, the FDR shall regroup the ex-combatants at Silla (Department of Diffa). Identification, disarmament and triage shall take place at Diffa during a period not exceeding two months following signature of this agreement.

The elements of the Defence and Security Forces who joined the ranks of the FDR shall be reintegrated in their former units, and their individual positions shall be allocated in accordance with regulations determining the grades and functions of different military and paramilitary units.

Those ex-combatants who are retained after the triage shall be reintegrated in the Saharan Security Units and the paramilitary units. The Government shall take all necessary measures to reinsert demobilised ex-combatants in working life.

VI. REFUGEES

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall organise the voluntary return of refugees by CONARAP with the support of the HCR, and ensure their reinsertion in economic life.

VII. SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

A general amnesty shall be proclaimed by the Government for persons involved in acts of war before the date of signature of the present agreement.

The Government of the Republic of Niger shall use emergency procedures to accelerate the conversion of FDR into a political party after its disarmament.

VIII. FINAL PROVISIONS

The present agreement shall be produced in three original copies drafted in French and signed by each of the parties as well as the Mediator.

Done at N’Djamena, August 21, 1998 HAVE SIGNED

For The Government of the Republic of Niger
The High Commissioner for the Restoration of Peace Mr MOUSTAPHA TAHI
For the Democratic Front for Renewal
GOUKOUNI MAHAMAN ZENE
For the Government of the Republic of Chad
The Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation MAHAMAT SALEH ANNADIF